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Understandings: 

1. State the oxidation states of transition metals, their ability to form complex ions with 

ligands, how colours emerge, how they show catalytic property, and magnetic property. 

Many questions! 

- So let’s answer all these in order.  

Oxidation states of transition metals: 

These are very easy to determine as long as you know their electron configuration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see, all transition metals have ability to lose the electrons from their 4s orbital, 

hence form +1, and +2. Then, depending on their d-orbital, they can remove in addition to 

that. Note that Cr and Cu have partially filled 4s orbitals. This is because one electron is given 

to 3d orbital to make it stable.  

There is a clear pattern related to the electron configuration.   

Note that Sc has oxidation state of +2 as well and not only +3, although it is very rare.  
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In addition, the atomic radii is very similar between transition elements because once their 

4s is filled, they start filling the inner 3d shell, hence for each proton, an electron inside it will 

cancel out. As a result, the size is very similar and therefore often used as alloys since they 

can replace each other.  

Extra notes  

- IB definition of transition metal: A metal that has a partially filled d-orbital in natural state 

and in ionic state. This means that Ca, Zn and also Sc are not a transition metal. Ca does not 

have any d-orbital at all. Zn has a full d-orbital. Sc does not have a d-orbital in its ionic state.   

1. Continued… 

Their ability to form complex ions is very good: 

All transition elements have various oxidation numbers. This leads to that various ligands can 

bond and react with the metals. As seen, Mn has up to 7 different oxidation states. An 

important thing to note is that as the charge gets +3 and above, the bond between the metal 

and ligand starts to show covalent character. The reason is because the strong positive 

charge attracts strongly from the electrons of the ligand, and hence be “shared” rather than 

ionic. In addition, compounds with +3 and above tend to be oxidizing agents because they 

get reduced or gain an electron. This is because the charge is strong enough to snatch an 

electron from another atom.  

Colour formation: 

The reason why colours form will be explained in 13.2. 

Transition metals show catalytic properties as well:  

There are two types of catalysts. The first one is heterogeneous catalyst, which is essentially 

when a metal in solid state acts as a plate for reaction to form. Its weak interaction using 3d 

and 4s enables reactants to come in right orientation. Then the product can easily be 

separated from catalyst and is therefore preferred for producers. Memorize this table.   

Process Catalyst 

Haber (N2 (g) + 3H2 (g) ⇌ 2NH3 (g)) Fe 

Alkene-alkane (CnH2n + H2 ⇌ CnH2n+2) Ni 

Removal of harmful pollutants  
(2CO(g) + 2NO(g) → 2CO2 + N2) 

Pd and Pt 

Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 
(2H2O2 (aq) → 2H2O(l) + O2(g)) 

MnO2 (manganese(IV) oxide) 

Contact process 
(2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) ⇌ 2SO3 (g)) 

V2O5 (vanadium(V) oxide)  

The second one is homogeneous catalyst, which is when the metal is in the same state as the 

reactants. Examples are Fe2+ in haemoglobin and Co3+ in vitamin B12. 
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Last but not least, they show magnetic properties: 

In order to show magnetic properties, they have to have a lone electron (not a pair). This is 

because electrons spinning produce a magnetic field, but when a pair forms spinning in the 

opposite direction, the field cancel out.  

Now that we know that, we classify magnetism into three parts.  

Diamagnetic – These are materials that have paired electrons only. When it is put into a 

magnetic field, it slightly repels.  

 

Paramagnetic – There is one or more unpaired electrons that creates the magnetic field. The 

picture below illustrates what happens when the magnet (metal) is put into a magnetic field. 

The magnet moves down into the field. The more unpaired, the stronger paramagnetism! 

Ferromagnetic – This is the strongest. When it is put into magnetic field, it produces greater 

magnetism. Only Fe, Co, and Ni have it (why?). All we know is that when it is put into 

magnetic field, all the electrons orients in one direction and hence produces a very strong 

magnetic field.  
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Extra notes 

- Just to review some physical and chemical properties! 

Physical 

What Why 

Conductive for both heat and electricity. Many mobile electrons since transition 

metals together form metallic bonding, with 

sea of electrons. 

High melting point Many electrons, many interactions between 

protons and electrons. 

Malleable Mobile electrons 

High tensile strength - can resist heavy loads. Many electrons form strong bonds with 

protons.  

Ductile Mobile electrons 

Iron, Cobalt and Nickel are ferromagnetic.  Electrons. More will be covered later.  

 

Chemical 

What Why 

Many oxidation numbers Can at least lose all their 4s electrons.  

Many complex ions  As a result of variety of oxidation numbers.  

Coloured compounds Will be explained 

Act as catalysts Explained above 

2. Explain why Zn is not considered as transition metal.  

- This is because Zn does not form an ion with partially filled d-orbital.  

3. Explain why transition elements show oxidation states of +2.  

- They can all lose electrons from the 4s orbital.  
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Applications and skills: 

1. Explain the reason for their possible oxidation states.  

- Explained above. It is due to the stability of electrons.  

2. Explain the coordinate bond and complex ions.  

- You know what complex ions are. It is an ion with more than 2 elements. Transition metals 

are experts in forming them, such as [Fe(H2O)6]3+.  

Coordinate bond is the bond formed with the ligands (the surrounding molecule that has at 

least one lone pair). In this case of [Fe(H2O)6]3+, 6 water is bonded to Fe, thus we have 6 

coordinate bonds. We can also say that its coordination number is 6. 

The geometry depends on how many coordination bonds there are.  

Coordination number Shape 

2 Linear 

3 Triangular planar 

4 Square planar or tetrahedral depending on 

number of electron domains.  

6 Octahedral 

  

However, be aware that just because there are say, 4 ligands, it does not mean that there are 

4 coordination bonds. Different ligands can form different amount of coordination bonds.  

Monodentate ligands can only bind through 1 atom. Water can only bind with oxygen’s 

either one of two lone pairs.  

Bidentate can bind through 2 different atoms.  

Polydentate can bind through more than 2 atoms. EDTA4- can form coordination bonds 

through 6 atoms. The complex ions formed with polydentate have a special name called 

chelate.   

3. Deduce the total charge from a formula given of ligands.  

- Yes, just use oxidation states.  

4. Explain the magnetic properties in terms of lone electron pairs.   

- Explained above.  

TOK: 

The medical symbols for female and male originate from the alchemical symbols for copper 

and iron. What role has the pseudoscience of alchemy played in the development of 

modern science?  


